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MONTHLY/SEASONAL OUTLOOK

May - August 2023 HIGHLIGHTS
 A wet April leaves very little dryness across the islands.            

 Transition from ENSO neutral to El Nino expected next 4 months.  

 Weather Outlook is for mixed precipitation anomalies but generally above normal during 
May and near to below average June through August. 

 Normal Significant Fire Potential is projected for May through August as the typical dry 
season eventually kicks in.     
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SIGNIFICANT FIRE POTENTIAL

Discussion: Sea surface temperature (SSTs) anomalies surrounding the Hawai’ian Islands
are near to slightly above normal (Fig 1). Avg. temperature anomalies (Fig 2) during April were
mixed. Precipitation (Fig 3) was above to well above normal across the majority of the area due
to various flooding and significant precipitation events. Due to the moist April, unusually dry
conditions found across portions of the islands at the beginning of the month were significantly
reduced by the end of it (Fig 4). Most of the islands should experience above normal
precipitation during May then trend towards near to below normal June through August as the dry
season fully sets in. Average temperatures should be near to above normal. An ENSO neutral
state currently exists and is expected to transition into El Nino (Fig 6) conditions during the next
4 months. Herbaceous fuels will remain in a green-up state but should experience some
noticeable curing, especially along the leeward sides, as the outlook period progresses.
Significant Trade Winds are less likely due to the ENSO transition. Significant fire potential is
projected to be normal from May through August.
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Figure 1: SST anomaly - April 30th, 2023
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Figure 4: Drought Monitor April 25th, 2023
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Figure 6: ENSO status and projectionFigure 5: Honolulu KBDI April 30th, 2023

This product made possible by important scientific contributions from personnel from:
NOAA/NWS, Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park, the University of Hawai'i, the State of Hawai'i, and the United States Army

Figure 2: April Temps (Dept from ave.)

Figure 3: Rainfall during April (% of avg.)
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